
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
HILTON BEACH RECREATION COMMITTEE 

 

MINUTES 
 

Recreation Meeting – December 4, 2019 
4:30 p.m. – Council Chambers, Hilton Beach Municipal Office 

3100 Bowker Street, Hilton Beach, Ontario 

   

ADOPTION OF MINUTES 

The meeting was called to order with the following members present:  Paula Cormier, Julie Moore, 

Laurel Hendrick, Mike Cormier and Sally Cohen via Skype 

Moved by:  J. Moore      Seconded by: S. Cohen   

         Carried 

Resolved to accept the minutes of August 12, 2019 

POTLUCK- OCTOBER 26, 2019 
 
Paula let the committee know that we raised $60.00 in revenue and Julie mentioned that only 13 
people attended the potluck. 
 
HOLLY JOLLY CHRISTMAS CRAFT SHOW-SATURDAY NOVEMBER 16, 2019 
 
Paula announced that donations collected at the door were $706.60.  This amount is up from last 
year and will be split between the Museum Board and the Hilton Beach Recreation Committee with 
each getting $353.30.  The Library Board ran the canteen and although the canteen was busy, Donna 
Smith mentioned that the revenue did not reflect just how busy they were.  Ruth Wigmore left some 
drawings for recreation to look at involving putting a shelf downstairs on the wall to be used by the 
participants to display their wares.  Recreation does not feel that there should be a shelf and as with 
any other participants in either the Christmas show or Arts at the Dock, they should be responsible for 
their own way of displaying their crafts or art.  The cost to make this shelf is not worth it for a one day 
event.  Paula will put up on the website, the photos taken of the craft show that day. The event was 
well attended with some participants having record sales.  Some participants mentioned that it would 
be nice to have some music in the background. 
 
CHILE CONTEST POTLUCK-NOVEMBER 30, 2019 
 
The potluck was successful with 26 people attending and donations received were $85.00.  The 
winner of the contest was Daniel Terozzo and Paula will put that up on the recreation Facebook page.   
 
SENIORS CHRISTMAS LUNCHEON-DECEMBER 2, 2019 
 
We had a total of 84 people in attendance which included the volunteers.  Volunteers this year were 
Pat Davey, Dana Stevens, Lorraine Grant, Donna Berry and the Recreation Committee.  Thank you 
everyone for all your help and to the ones that helped clean up after the event and to those that want 
to remain anonymous.  Val Fiegehen mentioned that for next year we could ask for donations of 
baking instead of purchasing our treats. Dana Stevens mentioned that she would donate baking also. 
Julie mentioned cutting back by two loaves of bread next year to cut down on waste.  The soups were 



a hit and the amount made was perfect.  Laurel had said that the scoop for the egg mixture was too 
much so we will use a smaller scoop next year. 
 
CAR SHOW PORTA POTTIES 
 
The cost to have two porta potties brought in for the 2019 Hilton Beach Classic Car Show was 
$434.82 in total.  Recreation feels that money would be better spent on more signage than to have 
the porta potties brought in again. 
 
Resolved to not have Your Place Jon Porta Potties for the 2020 Hilton Beach Classic Car Show. 
Moved by L. Hendrick      
Seconded by J. Moore  
         CARRIED 
 
HIGHWAY 548 BANNER 
 
The Special Events Committee and the Hilton Beach Recreation Committee is looking at having a 
dual banner made to include both the Arts at the Dock event and the Classic Car Show event.  
Currently we only have a banner for the Arts at the Dock.  Paula has contacted Classic Signs for a 
quote as to what it would cost.  The banner would be 4’ by 19’ with re-enforced corners and stitching 
and would be made of 15 oz heavy duty vinyl.   A single sided banner would cost $550.00 and a 
double sided banner would cost $675.00.  Recreation feels that we should get the double sided 
banner.  The side for people coming onto the Island would feature the Arts at the Dock logo with a 
caption underneath saying “Third Sunday in July” just like the original one.  The logo for the Hilton 
Beach Classic Car Show would have the caption underneath saying “Fourth Saturday in July” and in 
between the two logos we would like to see the Hilton Beach logo.  We would like Councils direction 
as to what should be on the back of the banner when people leave the Island and any other ideas 
they may have would be appreciated.  Classic Signs also gave a quote to have their bucket truck 
install the banner.  Cost which includes travel and labour would be $350.00 plus HST.  Julie will look 
into what Travis Oiumett would charge and Paula or Mike will contact Lorne Barlow to see what price 
he can come up with.  We would like to have the banner up as early as possible to cash in on the 
advertising generated from it.  The banner would come down after the Classic Car Show to give the 
new Community Night Committee time to put up their banner should they choose to do so.  
Recreation would also give the Community Night Committee the names of their bucket truck contacts. 
 
HOT DOG MACHINE 
 
Robert Hope sent an email, which Paula presented to the committee, letting her know that Snap On 
tool vendor had a hot dog cooker machine for $595 complete with bun warmer.  He would also 
generously donate $50.00 to the purchase of it should we decide that we wanted to purchase it.  Julie 
first asked the committee if we actually needed a hot dog cooker.  Paula mentioned that the only 
reason that we used the one we had, was because it was there and after it had gone missing we 
moved from hot dogs to selling sandwiches and soup at Arts at the Dock, to find that patrons were 
happier with that food choice.  Mike had gone on Amazon to find a hotdog cooker for $189.99 plus 
HST that had fantastic reviews. It did not come with a bun warmer, but we felt that we didn’t need that 
feature anyways.  Recreation was totally in agreement that we really didn’t need the hot dog machine 
replaced.  We would like to thank Robert Hope for thinking of us and for his generous offer. 
 
HILTON FAMILY FUN DAY-MONDAY, FEBRUARY 17, 2019 
 
Julie bought up that we have had to cancel the Hilton Family Fun Day for the last two years due to the 
warm weather.  We now do not have anyone to prepare the rink or run the games.  We are looking at 



organizing an indoor event at the hall this year.  This event would feature painting class, board 
games, craft tables etc.  Mike mentioned trying to get a Wii machine up and running so the children 
could play Mario Kart or Donkey Kong.  Sally said that she would go on Pinterest to see what craft 
ideas should could find. Paula is willing to run the paint class.  We would like to see the parents 
participate with the children and perhaps help with the activities. Mike mentioned setting up the ring 
toss game.  Recreation would provide food and refreshments.  We will discuss this further at our next 
meeting. 
 
 
ADJOURNMENT 
 
THAT the Hilton Beach Recreation Committee adjourn and meet again at 4:30 p.m. on Tuesday, 
January 7th, 2020. 
 
Moved by: J. Moore       Seconded by: L. Hendrick 
          Carried 


